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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Unlimited Snow provides best solutions for all imaginable snow & ice leisure experiences 
with its creations and is known for its innovative and original concepts. Its snow-how is based 
on the experiences gained from many existing projects and continuous research and 
development. Services range from the realisation of turnkey projects to separate specialised 
advice and products. Unlimited Snow has a team with  the technological, commercial and 
design experience in providing these facilities throughout the process. This ensures that 
budgets are maintained and that the highest quality in terms of finish, environment, safety 
and the final experience are achieved.  Investors and owners can relax in the knowledge that 
Unlimited Snow is working to achieve maximum returns using the best and most efficient 
solutions tailored to the location and target groups. 

  
Instant fun or sportive attractions for: 
 Theme & water parks, shopping malls, casinos, family & 

urban entertainment centres, sports facilities, urban hills, 
summer & winter resorts. 

 Choice of various above and below freezing snowmaking 
systems for snow play, snow domes, animal environments in 
zoos, saunas, science centres, winter events and more.    

 
        Summary services from start to finish: 

 Concept development, architectural design, feasibility studies, 
business plans, project consulting & project management. 

 Engineering & technical installations, climate control,  
snowmaking systems, ice rinks & ice climbing.  

 Prefab & instant structures 
 Rides & attractions 
 Specialist equipment & systems 
 Theming & special effects 
 Operational support & planning 
 Merchandising & promotion 
 Additional leisure facilities and franchise 

 
Real Snow & Ice Amusement Parks: 
Arctic World will operate and franchise several new Arctic World   snow 
& ice facilities including “Arctic World Resort”, which comprises an 
extensively themed arctic landscape including a real snow igloo village 
offering every imaginable ‘instant fun’ activity on real snow and ice and 
edutainment; “Igloo SnowPlay” a complete kids snow and ice 
amusement park; “Arctic Kart” an outrageous patented indoor circuit 
for snowmobiles, sled dogs and X-country skiing; “The Alps” 
represents an attractively designed and themed fully equipped larger 
snow dome, as a real  indoor winter sports resort for especially skiing 
and snowboarding with lots of opportunities for additional sports, leisure 
and entertainment activities. “Ice Age” branded snow & ice facilities & 
attractions in cooperation with Twentieth Century Fox. 
 
Unlimited Snow, P.O. Box 75835, 1070 AV Amsterdam, Netherlands  

Tel. +31 (0)20 4714640 or +31 (0)88 snowbiz 
Fax +31 (0)847 106619 or +31 (0)88 snowbin  

email us@snow.biz * website www.snow.biz 

mailto:us@snow.biz�
http://www.snow.biz/�
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2. ARCTIC WORLD SUMMARY 
 
Arctic World is Different: 
Arctic World comprises unique instant snow & ice amusement parks. Visitors are beamed 
into an extensively themed winter world featuring every imaginable kind of snow & ice fun for 
families and kids of all ages. The aim of the Arctic Worlds is to make a difference in every 
way. The building can consist of a turnkey instant stucture or concrete fixed dome structure 
or can be incorporated inside an existing or locally erected permanent stand alone or mixed 
use buildings. Recent developments show an increased interest in combinations with 
amusement parks, shopping malls, hotels and indoor water parks. Arctic Worlds can come in 
many different shapes and sizes, such as round domes with a variety of diameters, stretched 
domes, triangular, rectangular or otherwise. A size of approx. 4.000m2 (43.000sq.ft) can 
already encompass a interesting size indoor snow circuit. A good size for an optimal variety 
of snow play fun rides and activities is between 4.000 and 6.000m2 (43.000 – 65.000sq.ft). 
XS snow slopes may generally range from 15.000 to 30.000m2 (161.500 – 323.000sq.ft). 
It is important to have a sufficient variety of attractions in order to generate repeat visitors. 
 
Arctic World is a Trend: 
The Arctic Worlds benefits from the growing consumer desire, as well as corporations and 
alike for new leisure experiences and challenges. It provides a large range of opportunities 
for various target groups such as kids of all ages, families, school trips as well as the 
incentive market. The fact that Arctic World visitors can also enjoy snow without first having 
to learn a winter sport, makes it perfectly suitable for any kind of country or location 
throughout the year. Arctic Worlds will generate considerable publicity. 
 
Arctic World is High-Tech: 
It enjoys the latest  technologies for snow & ice making at any ambient temperature, climate 
installations, rides & attractions, TapeMyDay visitor video systems and so on. 
 
Arctic World is Flexible: 
The rides and attractions can be changed and enhanced over time. Projections can change 
the settings at any time. The prefab skid mounted plant room installations are re-locatable.  
Optional instant structures make these facilities adjustable and re-locatable to any new site. 
They can even be enlarged over time. The possible mobile snowmaking, ice rink and other 
activities and rides also provide opportunities for promotional events and additional turnover 
outside of the facility.  
 
Arctic World is Tested: 
Although Arctic Worlds are new the technical installations and the majority of rides and 
activities are established and well tested products. Unlimited Snow and event partners have 
executed a great many snow events around the world since 1995, which have also served as 
a valuable consumer survey. At many occasions the events included various kinds of snow & 
ice fun for kids of all ages, as has been included in Arctic Worlds. This has provided firsthand 
experience with consumer participation, reactions and operations. As a result of this 
Unlimited Snow has a clear notion of attractive and successful activities for the various target 
groups. The projects also benefits from extensive know-how and experience of specialist 
partners and suppliers.  
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3. CONTENT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
 

Arctic World represents a new generation of 
winter themed indoor real snow & ice amusement 
parks. The total facility may comprise some 35+ 
snow & ice fun rides and sportive attractions for 
everyone.  
 
 
 
 

 
Visitors are “beamed” into a fantastic Arctic or 
Alpine snowy mountain landscape with huts, 
trees, snowfall and sound, scent & light effects.  

 
 
 
 
 
The entrance immediately creates a WOW! factor 
 
 
 
 

 
Between the entrance reception and merchandising area and the Base Station rental service 
a 4D theatre takes the visitors on a virual flight to the Arctic. Next to this one can find Cyberia 
with Arctic and Alpine edutainment, snow related simulators and virtual reality games as well 
as an Arctic photo booth. 

 
Because the ambient temperature is close to freezing warm 
boots and clothing are provided to visitors. Kids also receive 
helmets for a safe travel during their Arctic exploration. The 
rental area also provides a selection of ski’s, snowboards 
and ice skates.  
 
 

The Arcticles shop may offer a 
wide range of plush Arctic 
animals and souvenirs as well as 
many clothing items. Visitors can 
have their picture printed on 
various items and can even 
purchase a video of their stay.  
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The central wooden cottage themed facility building offers several food & 
beverage facilities, such as the igloo bar, the Kids Cool Café, the Apres Ski 
Hut, Snow Board Room, the Arctic BBQ, the large Explorer Foodcourt as 
well as function rooms on the 2nd and 3rd level overlooking all attractions 
and as the icing on the cake a rotating restaurant and/or casino at a height 
of approx. 55 metres /180 ft with rotating outside landscape and inside 
slope views. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Other facilities are a reception area, a general storage, a snow groomer storage and  
maintenance room, a machine room and an office on the 1st and 2nd level overlooking the 
snow areas. 
 

 
The rides and attractions include a unique 
patented multidimensional snow slope and 
funpark for skiers and snowboarders from 
beginners to advanced, as well as a ski jumping 
ride and skysurfing zipline experience. 
 
 
 
 

 
Included in the amazing snow & ice play area are 
various snow mountain tubing slides, an ice wave 
slide, a snowball arena, a snowball throwing 
challenge, snow diggers & snow play, snow 
climbing mountain for todlers,  winter themed 
airballs, a snow & ice dark ride, a story hut, a 
polar bear creation station, a R-Evelution snow 
tubing bumping,   a snow tubing carousel, 
bumper cars and alpine curling and games on 
ice,  an ice cave, adventure mini golf on ice, an ice carving igloo, an expedition high ropes 
course with thrill jump, a reindeer rodeo simulator, snowman wrestling, winter themed 
softplay, snow laser games and the like.  
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The snow circuit area with day and night 
projections of moving clouds,  icebergs and 
Auroras, features outrageous patented indoor 
snow circuits with bridges and tunnels for kids 
and adults snowmobiling, snow-kart, cross-
country skiing, laser biathlon and Nordic walking, 
as well as an optional igloo village of real snow 
with virtual camp fires, whirlpools and facilities for 
an overnight experience, snow volleyball or snow 

soccer, real ice climbing tower, ice sculptures exhibition and glass igloo bars. 
 
Underneath the slopes there is lots of space for a large sport shop, connecting parking, water 
and/or amusement park, multiplex cinema, arcade, live entertainment, fitness, sports 
facilities, hotel, casino, apartments, offices and more. 
 
4. SNOW & ICE RIDES AND ACTIVITIES 
 
A. Glacier Snow Dome slope 

 
 
Unlimited Snow presents: 

 
A unique themed multifunctional patented new generation mountain 
resembling slope and fun park / half pipe / big air jump for skiing and 
snowboarding with blue, red and black runs for the first lessons to 
advanced level. The startplatform situated at the highest point is 
reached by several ski lifts. 

 
Visitors are beamed in to a virtual Alpine world. By providing a 360 degrees experience the 
skiers and snowboarders imagine they really are in the mountains. This concept is totally 
different from all present, 'straight’, and rather dull existing ‘old’ generation snow domes, 
characterised by their 'tube/tunnel shape'. This new concept truly simulates the real situation 
in the mountains and provides a real complete winter sports experience.  
 
Depending on the available space at the location, different snow dome shapes are possible. 
Concepts can be customised to fit any location.  
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Beginner    Intermediate          Expert              Lifts 
 
 
 
 
 
            
         

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Blue, red and black runs for beginners and experts smoothly blend into one another and the 
runs are not separated by structures. There is no time wasted by walking to another building 
and continue skiing or snowboarding at another level. A variety of different slopes with 
different gradients is offered under one roof. Skiers and snowboarders can make their own, 
clear choices and different routes to descent. This situation is almost equal to a real 
mountain experience and will significantly stimulate repeat visitors from the first steps to 
becoming high level competitors. 
 
B. Airboarding, snow bikes and more 

 
There are many alternative more 
instant fun ways to slide down the 
slopes, such as snow bikes and 
airboards.  
 
 
 

C. Big Air Bag 
 
 
For training and fun purposes skiers and snowboarders can 
performe jumps and tricks from a ramp with a safe landing on an 
air bag. 
 
 
 

 
D. Ski jumping simulator  

 
 
People can experience real live ski jumps on the snow 
slopes while being secured to a cable system. 
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E. Sky Surfing zipline experience 
 
On the AirSurfer, riders are able to sit, stand or fly as 
they are taken via a power system around the 
course.  They are harnessed in and experience the 
ride as they choose- the opportunity for guests to 
ride in different ways also encourages re-ridership.  
(prototype photos) It meets or exceeds both US and 
European ride system norms.  

 
F. Superbob 

 
A mountain bobsleigh with similar routes 
as a real bobsleigh can be incorporated 
on or above the slope or in the snow play 
area. It conveys the feeling of sledging 
through a uniqiue pendulum effect. 
Suitable from 7 years old, single or duo. 
 

 
G. Cable Skiing / snowboarding 
 
Skiing or snowboarding on a flat snow area pulled by a cable alike cable water skiing. 
 
 
H. Snow Mountain Bob Run 

 
The real snow tubing slope is suitable for all ages. The Snow Mountain Bob Run 

consists of various different slides with safe outruns. There are special single and double 
tubes and parents can take a small child on their lap.  The starting platform is reached by a 
convenient conveyor belt lift.  
 
I. Big Air Snowsledding 

 
  
On a special inflated sled people go down a 
steep inrun on the slope or slide with a jump 
into the air and safe landing on an airbag. 
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J. The Wave Ice tubing on Wave slide 
 
Another and most spectacular slide is 
called The Wave. Sitting on a tube the 
visitor slides down a steep angled slope 
and through a flat transition up a counter 
slope and slides down again on to a flat 
outrun. Similar to a half-pipe.  

 
The Wave is a high thrill experience equiped with a permanent refrigerated ice surface. It will 
be especially excite tweens and teens. The Wave starts from the same platform as the other 
tubing runs, except that in this case a pneumatic starting system is a must for safety reasons 
and easier handling by personnel. 
 
K.  Ice Bowl 

 
A slide running into a giant bowl with a refrigerated ice 
surface (instead of water as known in water parks). People 
land in the centre on a safe airbag.  
 
 
 
 

 
L. Snowball Arena 

The Snowball Arena features Yukigassen, a Japanese snowball fight competition, 
which rules ensure a nice and safe winter sport for all ages. A team consists of approx. 7 
players and each team receives 90 snowballs. The team capturing the flag of the competing 
team or has the most players left wins. A match takes 3 minutes only. Players are protected 
by special helmets with visors and can hide behind inflatable shelters from where they can 
try to hit their opponents, surprise attacks can be launched and clever tactics are required. 
 
M. Arctic Harbour Ice-Skating 
 

A themed ice river 
for skating fun 
including various 
surprises. 
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N. Alpine Curling 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Alpine curling is played by 2 teams generally consisting of 4 people each. Each player 
receives 2 curlings. The aim of the game is to get the curlings as close as possible to the 
target, possibly bumping oponents curlings away from it.  
Points are awarded for the number of curlings of one team closests to the target. There are 
special light weight curlings for small kids and each player receives special non slippery 
footwear. 
Other games that can be played here are broomball (hockey with tennis balls and 
broomsticks) or human curling where people sit in snow tubes replace the curlings and are 
pushed down on a short slope on to the ice rink.  
 
O. Bumper Cars On Ice 

 

  
The electric battery operated inflatable bumper cars are especially developed for the use on 
ice and suitable for all ages, so the whole family can participate. Extra fun is guaranteed 
because the bumper cars slide on the ice after a bump. There is a safe inflatable rink around 
it. The system includes a remote control for safe centralised starting and stopping. Using a 
large ball and 2 goals it is also possible for 2 teams to play bumper car ice hockey.  
 
P. Themed furniture 

 
 A synthetic or refrigerated ice bars, ice furniture, ski furniture and a 
glass Igloo Café are additional highlights.  
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Q. Snowman Wrestling 
 
Kids dress up in bulky foam snowmen suits to try and push 
the oponent outside the ring, just like sumo wrestlers. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
R. Reindeer Rodeo 

 
Visitors of all ages can try to hold on the 
mechanical reindeer trying to throw them 
off. There are different degrees of 
difficulty for kids and adults. An inflated 
surface make sure of a safe landing.  
 
 

 
S. The Rock 

 
 
The Rock is a themed mountain especially for todlers with 
a slide, a cave and safe low to the ground climbing grips. 
 
 
 

 
 
T. Ice carving Igloo 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
An Igloo made of real or synthetic ice serves as Ice carving corner. Real crowd-pleasing 
events are the Ice carving demonstrations and workshops for all ages. People are intrigued 
by how easily the solid ice blocks can be shaped. After a short session, they are often 
amazed by their own pieces of art. Weekly prizes for best the best sculptures can be 
awarded. Something else is a large hollow block of ice where people can step in and have 
there photo taken as if they were frozen into the ice. Especially kids love this activity.  
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U. Expedition High Ropes Course 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Expedition high ropes course consist of 7 different tracks at 4 metres height between the 
columns themed as large pine trees. Participants with a minumum height requirement can 
climb from tree to tree being secured by safety equipment. At the end they can chose to go 
down the stairs or to make a thrill jump into the inflated cushion themed as an a crevasse. 
 
V. The Glacier Ice Climbing Tower 

 
A refrigerated climbing tower (or wall) made 
of real ice and snow where four people can 
climb simultaneously. Climbers with a 
minimum height requirement receive 
instructions and are provided with ice 
climbing equipment including a safety 
harness secured to an automatic fall stopper 
making it a safe and exciting adventure.  

 
 

 
W. Snow diggers & Snow Play 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Something very special is the use of real electric digging machines, adjusted for kids use in 
combination with a snow play area. The machines cannot move from their spot and are 
centrally (de) activated with a remote control. Children of all ages can dig and fill a bucket 
with snow to build a snowman in the adjacent Snow Play Area. Prices can be awarded for 
the best snowman. As additional attraction the snow play area has real snow fall. 
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X. Arctic Explorer Kids Snowmobiles 
 

 
Battery powered 
electric kids 
snowmobiles for 
ages 5 – 12 is one of 
the top attractions. 
For safety reasons a 
wireless remote 

control is used to start, slow down or stop any or all of the snowmobiles. The kids 
snowmobiling is alternated by a large snowmobile 
towing a passenger trailer for kids that are still too 
small to ride one themselves.  
 
 
 
Y. Arctic Kart Adult snowmobiles 

 
A snowmobile circuit for adults requires more space and 
below freezing temperatures. The circuit includes a time 
scoring system, bridges and tunnels to make it extra 
exciting. Snowmobiling is easy to learn and great fun for all. 
Remote controlled electric engines are extremely durable 
and allow adjusting the speed and instant shut down for 
safe operations. As is the case for the kids snowmobiles 

there are 2 lines of snowmobiles in the pit lane which are charged on a rotational basis, while 
the others are in operation. The circuit is further surrounded with safety demarcations. 

 
 
The circuit can also be used for dogsledding (depending 
on suitable climate conditions for dogs), cross country 
skiing, biathlon with laser guns, nordic walking, snow 
karting, 4x4 cars, etc. 
 
 

 
Z. Snow Caroussel 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The snow tubing caroussel, operated by remote control, provides fun for the youngest 
visitors.  
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AA. Snowball Challenge 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At the snowball challenge people can throw snowballs at targets. The scored points are 
shown on digital displays. There are various degrees of difficulty for different ages, so 
everybody can be successful. One can play alone or against each other. Besides throwing 
people can also use special snow slingshot devises to hit the targets.  
 
BB. Magic Crystals Snow Laser Games 
 
A snow cave contains a number of special effects. Here one can search and 
dig for fossils for which the magic crystals need to be removed by laser tools 
or people can chase each other as in regular laser games. The points 
scored are shown at the exit. 
 
CC. Ice Cave 

A crawling and climbing experience 
through ice themed fixed or flexible 
caves with different challenging levels 
with and without leading instructors. As 
stand alone ice castle themed structure 
or e.g. underneath the slides. 
 

 
DD. R-Evelution Snowtubing Bumping 
 

The R-Evelution is a revolutionary 
circular slope of 12  metres diameter 
with real snow. The giant concave 
disk moves up and down from side 
to side for a continuous forward 
sliding movement in the direction of 
the lowest point. Ideal for learning 

and training skiing and snowboarding and especially operating as an exciting attraction as a 
combination of a merry-go-round for tubes and bumper cars. 
 
EE.  Revolving slopes 

 
Revolving slopes provide good learning and training 
opportunities for skiing and snowboarding. The custom made dry 
ski slopes provide an endless descend. Especially also an 
economical solution for places with limited space.  
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FF. Arctic Pinball 
Arctic Pinball is a giant 
pinball machine where 
people sitting in pinball 
cars are launched into 
the game. They can 
remotely operate the 
flippers from their seat as 
to try to collect as many 

points as possible and stay in the game. The sloping surface consists of special air holes 
lifting the cars.  
 
 
GG. Snow & ice related dark ride 
 
A snow & ice dark ride where visitors ride around different rooms where they 
encounter new target challenges to shoot at and thereby collecting points.  
 
 
HH. Real Hockey 

 
Real Hockey is a virtual reality ice 
hockey simulator where a real ice 
hockey stick and puck are used to play 
against a life sized NHL goalkeeper. 
With almost real motions the 
goalkeeper reacts to every attempt to 
get the puck into the goal. To be most 

authentic the game includes real boarding made out of glass, a scoreboard in the 
background and special sound effects, such as cheering audience, breaking glass and flying 
water bottles. It is placed on the ice.  
 
II. Ice Floe Challenge 
 

The Ice Floe Challenge has Ice floes projected on the ice rink. This 
interactive projection system can let the ice floes move. Players jump 
from ice floe to ice floe being chased by Polar bears and sharks. If they 
miss there is a visual and audio splash effect. The ice floes are 
surrounded by swimming fish and seals that also need to be avoided. 
 
 

 
JJ. Arctic Adventure mini golf on ice 
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There are different types of winter related mini golf: 
- Normal mini golf in a winter themed setting 
- Mini golf on ice played with an ice hockey stick with a normal ball or puck. 
- The addition of interactive elements to either of above possibilities. 
- A combination of all of above. 

 
Mini golf in general is a always a very successful event for the whole family and can be 
played from 6 to 80 years. It can be winter themed as a snowy landscape with small 
mountains and caves. Using a real ice floor creates a completely new fun experience. People 
get special anti slip covers for their boots and can play with ice hockey sticks and balls or 
even pucks.  A number of holes can be upgraded with custom interactive mechanics and 
special effects. When the golf player takes his position on the hole, he triggers a series of 
special effects. Once the hole is activated, the player can make a shot. Different shots can 
make different events happen. For example, if the player shoots a hole-in-one, he gets 
rewarded with special effects. Lights flash, parts start spinning, special effects sounds, other 
moving bits go up and down, etc. Each hole has a different challenge.  
 
KK. Snowball Wheel 
 

The goal of this game is to throw the foam snowball as close to 
the attached person as possible.  
This game can be compared to the old knife-throwing attraction 
and is great fun for players and spectators. 
Participants are tied to a turning wheel, while other visitors can 
throw foam balls, which will stick to the wheel. 
 
 

 
LL. Winter themed soft play 
 
A winter themed soft play system for kids to crawl climb and 
slide. 
 
 
MM. Story hut 

 
In this themed hut or small theatre personnel dressed as 
an Eskimo or an animatronics Eskimo, polar bear or 
mother and baby polar bear tell fairy tales or real stories 
about the Arctic or the magnificent Auroras (northern 
lights) projected on to a screen. Stories are custom 
developed.  

 
 
NN. Igloo village 
 

Individual or family Igloos made of real snow around a 
virtual camp fire serve as bedrooms in a real cold snow 
landscape as a great hotel experience. 
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OO. Cyberia 
 
Cyberia is a combination of unique and surprising interactive virtual reality games and 
experiences in the fascinating surrounding of an ice cave or landscape. 
Miscellaneous games: 

 
A selection of play stations and other 
games and simulators suiting the theme 
are offered, such as ski-, snowboard 
and snowmobile simulators, ice-ralley 
racing simulator, table ice hockey or 
remote controlled snow mobiles driving 
on a mini circuit.  

Virtual skating   
 
A realistic skating simulator 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Virtual Ice hockey 
The guest is the goalkeeper can collect points trying to keep the 
virual pucks out of the goal. 
 
Virtual Snowboarding 
Up to six people stand with their backs towards a blue screen while filmed by a camera. They 

see themselves on a large projection screen, standing 
on top of a mountain in a snowy landscape. The 
players are virtually turned and are now real 
snowboarders.  
The downhill competition can start! By leaning towards 
the right or left, obstacles like trees or rocks can be 
passed to avoid time loss. Extra speed is gained by 

bending. The first to reach the finish line is the winner and is crowned. The fastest ten 
boarders of the day will see their photographs in the daily top ten listing. Exciting to do and to 
watch! This game can be designed in form of a starting house at the top of a mountain. 
Another game variation is the catching of snowballs (like a keeper in a goal).  
 
Virtual Snowball throwing A virtual reality game whereby people can throw virtual 
snowballs to hit virtual penguins to score points. Very addictive.  
 
Virtual Snowmobiling Two small snowmobiles with cameras ride on a small circuit. People 
get a helmet with a visor showing the images from the cameras and can control the speed 
and direction of the snowmobiles from their seats and can compete against each other.  
 
Virtual bob sledding A real bob sled mith optional motion is placed 
in front of a projection screen. Visitors can first run on a conveyor 
belt to set the speed before jumping into the bobsled and enjoy a 
thrilling projected bobsled ride. 
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Virtual ski jumping  
 
 
A ski jumping simulator whereby people can test their timing for the 
take off. The length of the jump is measured and the result is 
projected.  
 
 
 

Bob sled simulator 
Bob sled motion simulator whereby 2 people can enjoy an 
incredible virtual bobsled run turning in all directions and even 
upside down.  
 
Ski simulator 

This ski / snowboard simulator gives a unique opportunity 
to fully experience the loads of athletic modern carving 
alpine-skiing as close as possible to those on the real 
skiing slope. It also allows to train and improve with great 
accuracy all important elements of modern alpine-skiing 
and snow-   boarding technique for Slalom, Giant Slalom 
and Super-G.  
 

These are just a few of the many possible games. 
 
PP. Live entertainment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A separate ice rink with bleachers for the audience can accommodate fascinating live ice 
skating shows as permanent attraction or for special events. The same applies to on snow 
live shows with e.g. acro skiing and freestyle skiing and snowboarding aerials. Ofcourse also 
the two can be combined. 
 
QQ. Arctic Ocean 

 
There is a lot of space 
underneath the XS snow slope 
for an infinite range of 
additional leisure, 
entertainment, sports and 
hospitality on which we can 
advise. One particular good 

option is a combination with an indoor water park. 
This can be equally winter themed as the melted 
glacier with lots of attractions for smilar target 
groups. Part of the F&B in the facility building also 
overlooks this area. 

http://skytechsport.com/breakthrough-technology�
http://skytechsport.com/breakthrough-technology�
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5. FRANCHISE / LICENSE OPPORTUNITIES 
 
There are international franchise / license opportunities for all Arctic World type facilities 
including Arctic World©®, Arctic Kart©® and Igloo SnowPlay©® as well as Ice Age©®. 
Opportunities include continental, regional or national master franchises or individual location 
based franchises / licenses on basis of geographical exclusivity.  The inclusion of the 
patented Arctic Kart indoor snow circuit and/or the patented XS snow slope designs are 
always subject to a license or franchise agreement. This guarantees geographical exclusivity 
for the operator and also ensures that all required safety standards are correctly 
implemented at all times in order  to avoid as much as possible any damage to visitors and 
employees as well as to the image and reputation of these concepts. The following is an 
example of a franchise service package:  
 
- The provision of an exclusive geographical area (to be determined from case to 

case) in order to secure a long lasting profitable operation and good return on 
investment. 

- The continuous benefit of extensive shared know-how and ongoing research and 
development and avoiding re-invention of the wheel. 

- The protection in many countries by international patents (e.g. snow circuit and XS 
slope designs). 

- The first opportunity for testing and implementation of the latest available technology, 
new rides and attractions. 

- The right to use the registered trademarks for a particular location within a specific 
exclusive geographical area. 

- The provision of complete and the latest available edutainment programmes, 
materials and attractions. 

- The provision of the exclusive logo designs, promotional materials and story books as 
developed and made available on an ongoing basis. 

- The provision of a special and interactive website design for own implementation. 
- The provision of an extensive merchandising catalogue and updates featuring the 

latest novelties to chose from. 
- The provision of an extensive technical manual. 
- The provision of an extensive marketing manual. 
- The provision of an extensive operations manual. 
- The provision of an extensive human resources manual. 
- The provision of a hot-line for ongoing advise.  
- The provision of training of personnel at another Arctic World type facility if available. 
- The provision of onsite training of personnel and pre-opening and start up support at 

special discounted rates.  
- Inclusive of pool membership of franchise operators for exchange of rides, 

newsletters, information and experiences. 
- General individual franchise fees are related to the turnover with a pre-paid deposit 

covering the anticipated first 6 months.  
- In case of a master franchise a onetime amount is paid on basis of the total relevant 

number of inhabitants, while the income from individual sub-franchise fees within the 
agreed area are shared.  

 
6. TECHNOLOGY & INSTALLATIONS 
 
Unlimited Snow can advise on re-locatable as well as quick building concrete dome 
structures and can provide any detail regarding insulation, drainage, waterproofing of floors, 
walls and ceilings. 
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An integral prefab and skid mounted machine room can be provided. Plumbing and electro 
technical from access point are normally considered local works. An own energy plant on 
natural gas, bio mass, waste, wind, solar or thermal are possible options depending on the 
local circumstances. 
 
It includes primary and secondary cooling technology, heating technology, snowmaking, ice 
chillers with refrigeration pipes and manifolds, sub ice surface heating, acclimatization air 
handling units, melt water recovery & recycling system and a building management system. 
The cold air is recycled as much as possible and the generated heat can be re-used for 
cooling for achieving the lowest possible energy consumtion and CO2 emmissions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The total installation is TUV approved and test run inside the factory in the Netherlands prior 
to shipment in containers with the advantage of only a few weeks on site installation time. 
The machine room can subsequently be remotely monitored from the factory through the 
internet.  
 
There is a range of possible snow & ice production systems, such as: 
 
- Automated indoor snowmaking installation for below freezing 
- Top Snow ice flake snowmaking systems for snowmaking at any temperature with 

real powder snow fall 
- Large capacity vacuum snowmaking at any temperature 
- First snow layer production support 
- Portable cryogenic liquid gas snowmaking equipment 
- Mobile Top Snow ice flake snowmaking equipment 
- Ice: 
- Mobile & fixed ice rinks 
- Mobile and fixed ice climbing walls and towers 
- Mobile and fixed ice bars 
- Ice igloo and ice walls 
 
7. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 
- The intellectual property developed by Unlimited Snow / Arctic World or its partners or 

suppliers as identified in this introduction and any possible subsequent intended 
agreement including all provided information and descriptions shall be owned in its 
entirety by Unlimited Snow / Arctic World; provided however, that upon conclusion of 
the assignment and subsequent receipt of all final payments, Unlimited Snow /  Arctic 
World hereby grants to the client a perpetual, royalty-free or franchise/license fee 
based, non-transferable license to use such intellectual property solely in conjunction 
with the snow & ice project at the particular project site. Except as set forth above, the 
reader shall have no rights to such intellectual property.  

- Use of the intellectual property or parts thereof for other subsequent projects and 
locations is only allowed on basis of continued agreements.  
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8. TAPEMYDAY 
 
TapeMyDay is an affiliated company as part of the Unlimited Leisure Holding. 
 
TapeMyDay is a new generation video and photo solution which covers the entire visitors 
stay, so not just one individual ride. It combines state of the art filming technology with 
innovative software. It can track and trace people even in a disorganized environment. This 
makes TapeMyDay unique. It can be customized for any kind of amusement or sports facility 
and is able to automatically recognize and film specific visitors during their stay or activity. 
The system is activated every time a person checks-in through the film zone. The films are 
downloaded from a dedicated website and can be used as (1) a memorable souvenir for 
visitors, (2) an analysis and training tool for athletes (3) a great revenue generator and 
promotional tool for facilities and (4) a tool for facility management, including safety, security 
and attractions analysis.  
 

 
 
In cooperation with the park a persuasive and totally irresistable scripted video can be created 
featuring the individual guest or family. A video comprising a trully compelling story from an 
enthusiastic “welcome” to a “see you again soon” by a choice of park staff or characters. Exciting 
park and attraction sound tracks enhance the experience throughout the video, while showing the 
personal live guest interaction during their entire stay. A mixture of prerecorded park footage, 
optional ads and promotional messages as well as live personal images, edited and distributed fully 
automatically by TapeMyDay. Resulting in a wonderfull lasting personal memory and great 
promotional park showcase far beyond any other ride photo or video capabilities to date. At the same 
time perceived as much higher value for money by the visitor. Ultimately creating an absolute must 
have for any visitor leading to considerably higher revenues and promotion value. 
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